PRIORITY 1. To raise attainment in writing in line with expectations of the New Curriculum

Objectives

1. Analysis of writing tests/ books taken place to identify gaps in learning.
2. To ensure teaching of writing is consistently at least ‘good’
3. To ensure the development of reliable systems for assessment so pupils are assessed accurately and this informs next steps in learning
4. To ascertain pupils voice about writing in school and any hindrances to progress identified
5. To ensure classroom environments are stimulating and provide writing support scaffolding for pupils.
6. To raise profile of literacy around school and develop enthusiasm for writing.
7. Higher achieving & SEN pupils are identified and challenged appropriately.
8. To ensure the current Year 6 cohort is on track to achieve targets set.
9. Children are prepared appropriately for external assessments in both Key Stages.
10. To ensure staff are secure in judgements of KPIs and judgements are secure.
To ensure that writing is integrated in other areas of the curriculum.
PRIORITY 2. To continue to develop partnership work with the Parent Body

Objectives:









To evaluate and assess results of recent Parent Questionnaire
To endeavour to keep parents fully informed about events in school.
To ensure parents feel fully informed about their child’s progress in school
To give parents the opportunity to be fully informed about their child’s experiences during a school day
To provide guidance and information to help parents support their children’s and their own learning
To promote enrichment opportunities for joint parent/child participation
To further develop effective home/school links

PRIORITY 3:To continue to develop assessment and tracking systems in school reflecting national changes

Objectives:



To ensure all teaching staff are adhering to current marking policy.



To analyse feedback comments and impact on children’s learning



Marking Policy reviewed and updated to recognise in year evaluation.



To implement in year tracking system to ensure progress of individuals is measurable and tracked

SIAMS PRIORITIES

Objectives:
To develop pupils leadership skills beyond school to share practice with parents, local Christian communities and the network of Church schools.

